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AI/ML Fundamentals: What is Machine Learning? 

Machine Learning is a scientific discipline that addresses the question: “How can we program systems to automatically 
learn and to improve with experience?”

Learning (in this context) is recognising complex patterns and make intelligent decisions based on data

The difficulty with this is the set of all possible decisions given all possible inputs is too complex to describe 

Need algorithms that discover knowledge from specific data based on sound statistical and computational principles

Industry is moving towards more advanced analytics with automatics decisions processes / simulation and optimisation
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Bringing it together..  
Where does Data Science Feature in all this? 

Traditionally when we saw a Computer 
Automation problem, we would… 

What if we let the machine figure out the 
requirements and refine as we go along… 

The Clockwork Universe Indeterminism 

Traditionally when we saw a Computer 
Automation problem, we would…

What if we let the machine figure out the 
requirements and fine as we go along…



AI/ML Fundamentals: What is Machine Learning…
really 

Machine Learning ProcessCombination of Various Fields
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AI/ML Fundamentals: General Approach  
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Machine Learning has more  Select Training and Test Samples:

• Split the data into fractions, train on a subset and test on the other

• Pre-test for particular predictors from a large set on the whole data, using univariate relationships, 

estimate a multivariate model using selected predictors 

• Some methods are worse than others, and there are rules of thumb which are common in ML



AI/ML Fundamentals: Popular Machine Learning 
Approaches  
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Popular Machine Learning Approaches 



AI/ML Fundamentals: Popular Problem Types
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Machine Learning ± Popular Problem Types 



AI/ML Fundamentals: Global Trends 
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Global Trends



AI/ML Fundamentals: Global Trends Global Trends
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Implications of AI/ML: What’s the difference 
between AI/ML?
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In order to reveal the important policy and regulatory questions that need to be considered for 
ML/AI, it is necessary to understand how the subject area is structured and grasp some of the 
technical details of how ML techniques actually work. Only then can we hope to make informed 
decisions about policies relating to the technology – understanding what is possible with it today and 
what might be tractable tomorrow. Policy making is often about implementing measures to reduce 
the probability of certain issues emerging in the future. In this slide – published by technology 
company NVIDIA – we get a sense of how the subject area of ML/AI is structured, allowing us to gain 
better understanding of these now popularized terms and how they fit within a complete picture. 
Here we can see that AI is in fact a broad all encompassing term that includes within it techniques in 
machine learning and deep learning.

SLIDE READING: 
https://developer.nvidia.com/deep-learning
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• Deep learning is a type of Machine Learning, which is a subset of Artificial Intelligence

• Machine Learning is about computers being able to think and act with less human intervention

• Deep Learning is about computers learning to think using structures modelled on the human brain



Implications of AI/ML: What’s the difference 
between AI/ML?

• In the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI), computers are programmed implicitly rather than explicitly 

• In explicit (non-ML) programming, we turn mathematical formulas that humans have discovered about 

the world, into instructions that a computer can use to undertake calculations 


                                                                      


• The intelligence here is supplied by the human who, through observation, has learned the relationship 
between speed, distance and time and produced a piece of physics with the formula 


• In this example, providing the computer with ANY value pair of distance and time, an appropriately 
programmed computer will give us the speed according to the formula

s =
d
t



Implications of AI/ML: What’s the difference 
between AI/ML?

A biological neural network
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Networks of neurons work together to form an information processing system – a brain. 
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A biological neural network

• The early forays into Artificial Intelligence involved trying to take inspiration from nature builds its 
computers


• The basic computing element in the human brain is the neuron, and networks of neurons work 
together to form an information processing system, a brain


• This led to the creation of artificial neural networks 



Implications of AI/ML: What’s the difference 
between AI/ML?

An Artificial Neural Network (ANN)

An artificial neural network (ANN)
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Creating a connected network of these neurons Æ an artificial neural network (ANN). 
Artificial neural networks are the fundamental building blocks for the machine learning 
and deep learning algorithms that have gained widespread attention in recent times.
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• ANN, a connected network of these neurons

• ANN are the fundamental building blocks for the machine learning and deep learning algorithms that 

have gained widespread attention in recent times 



Implications of AI/ML: What’s the difference 
between AI/ML?

• In Artificial Intelligence, our goal is for the machine to learn the relationships on its own, by exposing it 
to lots of distance and time data 


• We don’t supply a formula, but instead have the program learn the relationship  by looking at 

many examples of valid ( ) pairs and scoring its success at guessing an answer for .

• The machine arrives at an understanding of the relationship through experience and, in that way, is 

programmed indirectly or implicitly 

• The learning process is termed Machine Learning or Artificial intelligence 

s =
d
t

d, t s



Implications of AI/ML: Deep Networks

Multi-layers: 
Deep

Networks
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Implications of AI/ML: Black BoxExplainable vs unexplainable computing

• We simply cannot explain AI and machine learning 
in the same way as our formula because we do not 
fully know the state of the ANN 

• There is no current general method for us to fully 
explain how an AI arrives at its answers – the system 
is a ‘black box’ to us

• This has implications for how we ‘trust’ such 
systems: 

• During operation

• During so called edge conditions  --
emergencies and crisis

• As they evolve

• We also have other issues, such as being able to 
examine and verify how the AI has been built
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• We simply cannot explain AI and ML in the same way as our formula because we do not fully know 
the state of the ANN 


• There is no current general method for us to fully explain how an AI arrives at its answers. The system 
is a black box to us


• This has implications for how we trust such systems as they evolve 

• We also have other issues, such as being able to examine and verify how the AI has been built



Implications of AI/ML: Misinformation & 
Misunderstanding
• Lots of noise and opinion can obscure the 

current state and potential of the technology 

• The divergence in the goals of AI agents from 

our own is a valid concern

• The pathway that an AI might choose to reach 

a certain target/goal may also be unexpected

• Policy makers and other decision makers are 

not as well equipped to understand the 
technology as they need to be 


• Although the realisation of a super-intelligence 
is likely to be decades away, the time for 
considering policies for the development of 
such systems is now


• This includes understanding the legal status of 
AI agents now and in the future

Risks: misinformation and 
misunderstanding of the technology

• Lots of noise and opinion can obscure the current state and 
potential of the technology

• The divergence in the goals of AI agents from our own is a valid 
concern

• The pathway that an AI might choose to reach a certain 
target/goal may also be unexpected

• Policy makers and other decision makers are not as well 
equipped to understand the technology as they need to be

• Although the realization of a ‘superintelligence’ is likely to be 
decades away the time for considering policies for the 
development of such systems is now

• This includes understanding the legal status of AI agents now 
and in the future
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https://futureoflife.org/background/benefits-risks-of-artificial-intelligence/
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SLIDE READING: https://futureoflife.org/background/benefits-risks-of-artificial-
intelligence/
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Implications of AI/ML: Misinformation & Deep 
Fakes
Risks: misinformation and deep fakes
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Fake Obama created using AI video tool - BBC News
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Implications of AI/ML: Bias & Values
• Machine Learning is all about using historical 

data and experience

• If there is nothing but historical data to learn 

from, then the inherent biases in society will be 
reflected in the decisions that will be made 


• Humanity sets values as objectives:

• Achieving equality: racism, gender bias,…

• Promoting peace

• Achieve impartiality in judgement 

• Protecting the environment 

• etc 


• It seems that AI needs to be driven by more 
than just data, they will need values 


• Which value system will we adopt to form the 
rules and guiding principles of AI 
implementation now and in the future 


• Will these rules be global or regional 

• Who will decide and make the policies 
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Risks: bias and values

• Machine learning is all about using historical data and experience

• If there is nothing but historical data to learn from, then the inherent biases in
society will necessarily be reflected in the decisions that will be made by
such agents

• Humanity sets values as objectives:

• Achieving equality: racism, gender bias, ...

• Promoting peace

• Achieve impartiality in judgements

• Protecting the environment

• …

• It seems that AI need to be driven by more than just data, they will need
values

• Which value system will we adopt to form the rules and guiding principles of
AI implementation now and in the future?

• Will these rules be global or regional?

• Who will decide and make the policies?
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SLIDE READING:
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/02/09/technology/facial-recognition-race-artificial-
intelligence.html

DISCUSSION QUESTONS: 
Can you think of specific scenarios where the issues of bias could have serious impacts? 
What examples are particularly relevant to your business/industry? 
Do you think these issues will impact how you work and operate in any way and what’s 
your rationale for your conclusion?
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Implications of AI/ML: Bias & Values

Who is and who 
isn’t taking care 
of policy formulation
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This slide shows the state of maturity of AI national strategy across the globe. It’s 
notable that at this point (Jan 2019) China is one of only a handful of countries at this 
point that has a posture. In fact this is a commitment that dates back to 2017. 

SLIDE READING:
Reference: https://www.loc.gov/law/help/artificial-intelligence/compsum.php

DISCUSION QUESTIONS:
What else can you observe from this slide that might be bit counter intuitive? Can you 
suggest reasons for any observations that you might have?
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• As of Jan 2019, China is one of only a handful of countries that have publish an AI strategy document, 
outlining the needs to protect privacy and human centric approach to the applications of AI 



What does it take to be successful?
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What does it take to be successful?
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• The right data, technology, and talent, organised around a corporate strategy - 21% of companies achieve 
financial benefits from this alone


• Building AI solutions that the business wants and can use - improves odds of gaining substantial financial 
benefits but to just 39% 


• Only when organisations add the ability to learn with AI do significant benefits become likely - increases to 73% 



What does it take to be successful?
What does “organizational learning” mean?
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What does Organisational Learning mean?



The Opportunities:



The Opportunities:
• Finance

• Medicine

• Advanced Manufacturing 

• Autonomous Vehicles

• Marketing 

• News gathering and dissemination

• Spotting fakes 

• Generating fakes

• Protecting the environment 

• ETC



The Opportunities:
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Checklist
1. Decide on first AI project(s) 
• Start small, one (max three) company-level AI projects 

• AI pilot project should:


• Give you quick wins - can be done quickly (6-12 weeks) and have a high chance of success

• Not too trivial - meaningful enough so that success convinces other stakeholders to invest in 

further AI projects 

• Specific to your company and industry - make the ROI easy to understand and distinguishable 

to rule-based or manual processes 

• Accelerate project(s) with credible partners - consider working with external partners to bring AI 

expertise quickly until you can develop your own in-house AI team

• Creating value - project needs to either reduce costs, increase revenue, or help launch a new 

revenue stream. 

•



Checklist
2. Key prerequisites  
• Appoint a team lead - someone that can work cross functionally, bridging the gap between AI and the business

• Conduct business value and technical due-diligence - feasibility study, observing risks such as data quality and 

opportunity cost

• Build a small team - varies depending on business size, but 3-5 people would be sufficient to start

• Communicate - a platform to advertise milestones and provide visibility to major stakeholders 


3. Build an in-house capability  
• Appoint CDO or CIO

• Build up a Data Science, Data Engineering, and Business Intelligence units

• Develop consistent standards for recruiting and retention (fierce competition)

• Develop company wide platforms to access data and analytics 


• Data Warehouse

• BI report tool


4. Invest in training  
• Consider a CLO (Chief Learning Officer)

• Provide company-wide access to online training platforms 

• Setup mandatory hours for training per week



Checklist: Data Scientist 



Checklist: Effort Breakdown 

Effort breakdown

20% Work related to domain knowledge
15% data collection, exploration and cleaning
60% Software engineering and data pipelines
5% Pure Machine Learning
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Checklist: Tools for AI/ML 
• Languages 

• Python/Jupyter-Notebook (numpy, pandas, matplotlib, bokeh)

• R

• Matlab


• Data Stores 
• Files 

• SQL 

• AWS Redshift

• Google BigQuery


• BI/Reporting 
• PowerBI 

• Tableau 

• QuickSight 



Checklist: Notebook Example Notebooks= super popular for ML/AI research
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Notebook example



Checklist: Data Pipeline Example 

Data pipelines example
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Trading 
systems

2Gb

2Gb

2Gb

S3
bucket

Prepro. Redshift

130B rows
200M rows/day
14 nodes * 1TB

Luigi
Directed Acyclic Graph 

Task flow manager

W

W

W

W

W

Analytics

Individual jobs 
Docker containers

Workers
16 cores



Checklist: Example BI Dashboards 
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